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Diary

                 
March 16th Zoom Club Meeting.
April 1st Zoom Coffee Evening.
April 20th Zoom ClubMeeting.
May 6th Zoom Coffee Meeting.
May 18th Zoom Club Meeting

     

                  

“Editor’s Comments”    
I am trying something new this month.
I have up until now produced the newsletters every other month and have struggled to remember all
the details of the meetings. The reason for this is that before lockdown I photographed everything 
that happened at our meetings and that gave me an aide-mémoire when I came to compose the let-
ter. Paul Burke suggested that it may be easier on my poor old brain to try doing them every month 
so here we go.
We have had an interesting month and our meetings are going from strength to strength. Our attend-
ance numbers are not very good but are boosted by members from Herts and Beds and from North 
London Woodturners. They are very welcome and join in with us nicely and we are of course wel-
comed into their meetings. 
I remind our members that there are some very good demonstrations on zoom and You Tube and it 
would be good to see more of our members utilising this resource. The demos are free and most en-
joyable. Just keep a watch for Paul’s reminders, log on and enjoy the fun. I watched one last night 
with our old friend Les Thorne demonstrating craft kits. He was very informative and of course his 
usual comedic self.
Our coffee evenings are also great fun. The theme of the last one was wood and our members 
showed several interesting pieces and also some of their work. As usual a fun night.
Thank you to the people who have contributed this month and remember I am always glad to in-
clude pieces written by our members. 
Well… stay safe and I look forward to the day we can get together again.

Bless you all,
Ben Dick.
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February Zoom Club Meeting.

Nothing to do with Woodturning
Paul presented an amusing story about a store that sold husbands.

Gordon Cookson. The Gada Mace.

Gordon’s presentation was based on a competition at the SOT to make a Gada mace. 
Gadas originally were a symbol of strength of the monkey god Hanuman and were used as a fight-
ing weapon many years ago. The first four pictures are of competition entries and the last two are of
Gordon’s entry.
As Gordon doesn't have the detailed technical equipment that members of The Society of Orna-
mental Turners have he has produced his “antique” version from the two legs He was given.
He has rearranged the two sections that slid off the “snooker table” leg on top of the piano leg with 
the small section of the “snooker table” leg immediately on top of the piano leg.
It has finished up 35 1/2” long and weighs about 6 lbs, which is just under half the weight of an ori-
ginal. Wrestlers now use them to build up strength by swinging them like gym weights. It is hard 
work to swing it single handedly as most of the weight is at the top end!                                      
          

    

 

   



Giancarlo Ciuffardi.     Pieces made during lockdown.
                                                               

 An interesting presentation by Giancarlo as he walked us through the pieces he has made during 
the lockdown. 
He explained in his usual gentle way how he produced these pieces.
Giancarlo has a very great gift in procuring some wonderful timber and is very skilful in the way 
that he interprets these timbers and turns them into beautiful works. 
His subtle use of colour and delicate carving transforms the pieces into works of art. 
The dark pieces are made from Laburnum and the shell flask is from apple wood. 
The skilful way that Giancarlo uses Antique oil to finish the timber brings out the beauty of the 
wood and makes each piece a thing of great beauty.
Thank you Giancarlo.

                                   

                                        



 

Paul Coxon. The Queens Gallery.

Paul gave us a very
comprehensive talk de-
tailing the building of
the new Queens Gal-
lery at Buckingham
Palace. We were
shown slides detailing
the plans for the pro-
ject and for the bore
hole that was construc-
ted to supply water for
the palace. 
Unfortunately I am not
allowed to reproduce
these pictures here for
you but I will do my
best to explain them.

Paul showed us an elevation plan of the build which included a lecture room under a lantern roof 
which is to be shared with the gallery. The build incorporated ducting to the palace kitchens be-
neath.
Next we came to a cross section of the bore hole which was drilled to a depth of 95 meters (312 feet
for us oldies) down through several geological layers to the chalk bed. This was lined with an 18 
inch mild steel lining which was then grouted on the outside with cement. 
They next drilled an open hole into the chalk 16 ½ inches in diameter. 
As the chalk did not give up its water very readily they pumped hydrochloric acid in vast quantities 
into the chalk which ate away at the chalk and opened up the natural fissures in it so the water could
run out of it rather like a soak away but in reverse.
We saw several pictures showing that it was quite difficult to find the best place to drill because the 
ground had many obstructions, there were pipes and cables and even a brick conduit that served as a
watering system for the Royal gardens. 
One pipe had to be re-routed in 4inch cast iron pipe.
Paul next showed us some pictures of the massive drilling plant and the cutter heads. 
The spoil was pumped out of the hole in liquid form and put into a series of large settlement tanks 
and when it had settled out, the solids were carted away for use in road building. The remaining wa-
ter was filtered and went to main drainage.
One interesting point was that as the gallery was built on the back of the palace it was going to 
change the appearance of the building and as Prince Phillip would not appreciate having a “mon-
strous carbuncle” in his back yard they reproduced this section of building in its new location.

Thanks to Paul Coxon for a very interesting talk.
                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                         
                                                                                              

                           



                                                                                                                                                                
    The Bodger – A Ghost Story.
                                 (With the hands of Stuart King)

       

Stuart King showed us another treat from his 
archives. In this case a short film made in 1989 
by students at the National Film & Television 
School in Beaconsfield.
                                                   

Because the story featured a young man who is
inspired by meeting the ghost of a bodger in the
woods, Stuart had been recruited to provide the
Bodger's hands. The rest of him (and off-duty
hands) was played by Norman Rossington,
whose credits include being the only actor to ap-
pear in a Beatles film and an Elvis film, but not
operating a pole lathe, though he looked the part
in his waistcoat and flat cap. Clever editing
made it look like Norman was the one skilfully
turning out batches of green beech Windsor
chair legs. It was also Stuart who built Norman's
shelter in the woods which he said took him two days.

The film was made in villages around High 
Wycombe and had a scene shot in the museum in
Priory Road in the town as well as footage of 
what Stuart said was one of the last sawmills in 
the area. Watching it was a rather nostalgic ex-
perience recalling gentle British television films 
of the time.

As Stuart said, a pretty good effort for a bunch of film students with spirited performances by the 
young actors. There were some great shots including a memorable one of the central character 
filmed riding his bike through the woods parallel with the mysterious young woman on horseback 
in the distance. Until he hits a tree.
Gina Marsh, whose name was in the credits, went on to be a producer in British TV and films. Stu-
art mentioned it was only the second time he had shown the video in its entirety.

Keep them coming Stuart.

Article By Mike Wood.



    Raising the standard of recycling - an idea pinched from Monty Don

                                                                    

As all gardeners will be aware planting time for seedlings is rapidly 
approaching and watching Monty Don last month I spotted a great 
simple idea for both a bit of turning and a way of reducing the use of 
plastics in the garden. Monty was demonstrating a way of making 
seedling pots out of old newspaper using simple turned wooden man-
drel and former. This type of tool has been around for a while and is 
on sale on the web for around £12
                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                

                                                                           
                                                               

These paper pots can be stacked in a tray and filled with potting compost and
sown with seeds. Once the seeds have germinated and are ready to plant out
in the spring, the whole pot can be planted. 

Needless to say I went straight to the scrap wood / fire wood pile for raw ma-
terials; in this case a piece of dry Oak from an old sideboard leg for the man-
drel and a Leylandii log for the base/former.

                        

                                                                                  

A diagram of the plans opposite.                                             

And the raising the standards bit - well the dimensions are just
right to get 3 pots out of a double page of the Evening Standard
of course. The finished height of the former is the width of the
strips you need to cut. 



Then move the paper so the top edge is level with the
top of the barrel section of the mandrel and roll it on. 

Now fold the open end into the indent in the mandrel and
place on the former. Finally turn the mandrel / pot on the
former to make sure the ends of teapot are firmly crimped
in and withdraw the mandrel.
                                                                

                                                                              

 

Tools used : roughing gouge, spindle gouge, parting tool

Wood: mandrel: Oak,    Former Leylandii but any reasonably firm wood would do. 

                                                        
Article By David Wilks.                                                                            

                                                                                      

          



Members’ Gallery.
                                                             

Off-centre turned sapele bowl 
Coloured and pyrographed
by David Wilks.

                                  

                                  
                                  

  Coffee Grinder in ash
By Peter Russell

              
                                  

Pepper Mill in Yew 
By Peter Russell
                                                                                

                                                                                

“Yew Tube” 
Mobile Phone Amplifier in Yew &

Leather
By Ben Dick


